
ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS OF THE HUNGARIAN

ALGORITHM

This algorithm describes a way to solve assignment problems. The algorithm
has been around forever. It often referred to as the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm after
Kuhn [1955] and Munkres [1957]. A more easily available version that describes the
algorithm with network formalism is “Solving Large scale assignment problems by
Kuhn Munkres algorithm” by Cui, Zhang,Cui and Chen. The best way to find it is
to search google. It is a conference paper and I can’t seem to untangle the actual
url from the one google provides.

Economics normally isn’t interested directly in assignment problems. However
with transferable utility, they can be turned into problems that apply directly to
competitive equilibrium,matching theory, cooperative game theory, even auction
theory. Anyone who is familiar with hedonic equilibrium Ekeland [2010] or Chiap-
pori et al. [2010] will immediately see the connection.

The point of this reading is just to illustrate the way the algorithm works in a
framework that is perhaps more familiar than the graph theoretic approach used
in literature, and to show its connection with familiar economic problems. The
applications include a game theoretic approach to a static matching market, hedonic
equilibrium, Vickrey auctions and double auctions.

Setup. A matching problem involves a finite set of individuals I who are to be
matched with another set of individuals J . Both sets are assumed to be finite. A
match is a pair (i, j) where i ∈ I and j ∈ J . A matching {i, j} match generates a
surplus v (i, j) ≥ 0. For reasons we’ll explain below, there is no harm in assuming
that I and J have the same number of elements. Use the notation |I| to represent
the ’number of elements in I’.

A matching µ is a one to one and onto (because |I| = |J |by assumption) mapping
from I into J .

The problem we are trying to solve is to find the matching µ∗ which maximizes
∑

i

v (i, µ (i)) .

Theory. To start, suppose we define a series of real numbers λ (i) for each i ∈ M
and λ (j) for each j in N . Call these numbers weights. A set of weights is called a
potential if for all pairs {i, j}, λ (i) + λ (j) ≥ v (i, j).

A potential is constructed from the payoff function v (·, ·) alone, so it has nothing
to do with the matching. So given a potential λ, then for µ,

(0.1)
∑

i

(λ (i) + λ (µ (i))) ≥
∑

i

v (i, µ (i)) .

Theorem. If µ is a matching and λ∗ is a potential such that

(0.2)
∑

i

(λ∗ (i) + λ∗ (µ∗ (i))) =
∑

i

v (i, µ∗ (i))

then µ∗ is an optimal matching.
1
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Proof. First notice that a potential is constructed from the payoff function, not the
matching. Since every matching µ is one to one

∑

i

(λ (i) + λ (µ (i))) =
∑

i∈N

λ (i) +
∑

j∈M

λ (j) ≡ λ.

Then in (0.1)
∑

i

(λ (i) + λ (µ (i))) ≥
∑

i

v (i, µ (i))

implies that
∑

i

v (i, µ∗ (i)) = λ ≥
∑

i

v (i, µ (i))

for every matching µ. �

Potentials in simple problems. Though they look mysterious, it is often quite
easy to find potentials. For example, the following matrix represents a matching
problem with two workers to be matched with two employers. The workers are the
different rows, the employers different columns. The entries in each cell represent
the total revenues that are generated when the worker associated with the row is
matched with the employer associated with the column.

a b

1 100 20
2 20 100

The optimal matching is obviously to match worker 1 with employer a and worker
2 with employer b. It is easy to see that one set of weights that satisfy (0.1) are
λ (1) = 100, λ (a) = 0, λ (2) = 100, λ (b) = 0. Of course, (0.1) isn’t very demanding.
Another set is λ (1) = 0, λ (a) = 100, λ (2) = 0, λ (b) = 100.

What the theorem above says is that if we can find a potential λ and a matching
µ such that

(0.3)
∑

i

(λ (i) + λ (µ (i))) =
∑

i

v (i, µ (i))

then µ is an optimal matching. In the example above both sets of weights satisfy
(0.3) so matching worker 1 with employer a and 2 with employer b must be an
optimal matching. Evidently the potentials that identify the optimal matching
aren’t unique

To see how to convert this stuff into something usable in economics, just notice
that if the workers each demand wages of 100, then employer a will hire worker 1
and pay him 100, employer 2 will hire worker b and pay her 100. Neither worker
will be able to ask a higher wage because higher wage demands won’t be accepted.
Conveniently, the weights involved in the potential all represent something inter-
esting to an economist - the row weights are wages and the column weights are
profits.

A slightly more complicated problem.

100 50
80 26
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We can try to use the same reasoning as before by setting each row weight in the
potential equal to the maximum entry in the row, and each of the column weights
to zero.

(0) (0)

(100) 100 50
(80) 80 26

The optimal matching could be identified if we could find the appropriate po-
tential. The potential would have to have the property that the sum of the row
and column weights in any cell we thought was a match would exactly equal the
revenue from the match. There are two cells where this is true. They are starred
in the following table.

(0) (0)

(100) 100* 50
(80) 80* 26

The weights should be such that every cell in the matching is in a starred row.
Every cell in the match must be in a different row and column from every other cell
in the match. You can also imagine that if you were staring at a giant table with
hundreds of rows and columns you might find it pretty difficult to find the optimal
matching.

What the Hungarian algorithm does is to allow you to systematically search for
the optimal matching and produce the corresponding potential. The way it does it
is to search for a potential cell that can be used to accommodate a matching that
can be used to resolve an existing conflict.

The cell with 50 looks appealing as an alternative for row 1. Yet care needs to be
taken at this step since we are maximizing total surplus, not choosing the biggest
values we can. A good way to see what to do is to notice that if we could match
both rows to column 1 our total suplus would be 180. We can’t get 180 because we
need to assign one of the rows to a different column. If we move row 1 to column
2, our total suplus would be 180− (100− 50) whereas if we move row 2 to column
2, our total surplus would be 180 − (80− 26). So if the entry in the bottom right
cell weren’t 26, but 31, say, we would do better moving row 2 to column 2.

To understand the ’relabelling’ procedure I’ll describe below, just note that the
best way to re-allocate is to look at each of the cells in the two rows in which
λi + λj > v (i, j) and find the one where that difference is smallest. This is the cell
in which the loss in surplus incurred by the row who changes cells is smallest.

This is a very modern way of looking at the problem. When there is a conflict
try to resolve it in a way that minimizes the surplus loss (the externaility) to other
rows.

This is easy in the simple problem we are looking at. Yet it might be that in a
larger problem, resolving the conflict by moving row 1 to column 2 might just create
a new conflict. In that case, we’d need to move more rows to resolve it incurring
further indirect loss of surplus. It would be convenient if there was some record of
what it costs to resolve this induced conflict.

The Hungarian algorithm uses the column weight to do this by using a process
called relabeling. Since we are shifting an row from a match with column 1 to a
match with column 2, we can record this by adding this cost to the column weight.
If we also subtract that cost from the two row weights we can also ensure that the
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two cells in the first column still have the nice property that the sum of the column
and row weights is equal to the value in each cell. That’s a property we’ll need
later to ensure that our final match is optimal.

The result after relabeling looks like this:

(50) (0)

(50) 100* 50*
(30) 80* 26

Now if we match row 1 with column to and row 2 with column 1 we have a
matching and potential for which (0.2) holds, proving that the matching is optimal.

Economics - a bit of game theory. Lets start by defining a simple game in
which two workers bid for jobs and 2 firms try to hire them. The workers are
associated with the rows, the firms are associated with the columns. A bid is just
the payment that the worker requires. A worker is willing to accept an employment
offer from any employer as long as the employer is willing to pay them the wage
they ask for. The game starts with each worker announcing their bid.

The second stage of the game has the employers choosing the worker whose bid
they will accept. So an employer makes a single offer of employment to one of the
workers.

Finally workers end the game by choosing which offer to accept. Payoffs when
firm i accepts j’s offer v (i, j) as in the table given above less the wage paid to j.
The payoff to j is just the wage she demanded.

We give a full game theoretic analysis below, but for this example, it is easy to
see that having worker 1 (row 1) bid 50, while worker 2 bids 30 will be part of an
equilibrium. Employer 1 (column 1) makes an offer to worker 2, while employer 2
offers a job to worker 1. The offers are accepted.

Employer 1 could also make an offer to worker 1, but it is readily verified that
profits from either worker are the same for employer 1, given their bids.

Employer 2 doesn’t make any money in this outcome, but making an offer to
worker 2 would give a negative profit.

Worker 2 won’t benefit by raising her bid, since employer 1 will not make her an
offer if she does. Employer 1 is better off making the offer to worker 1 instead, since
the higher wage demand breaks his indifference. Since employer 2 isn’t making any
money anyway, she’ll be happy to withdraw her offer to worker 1 to accommodate.

This result is generalized below.

One to one and onto. Nothing is really lost by assuming that the number of
workers and firms is the same. For example, if we added another worker above,
(excess supply of workers) then the matrix would look like this

(50) (0) (0)

(50) 100* 50* 0
(90) 90 45 0
(30) 80* 26 0

You can also do firms with multiple job openings.

Firm 1 Firm2 Job 1 Firm 2 Job 2

(50) 100* 50* 50*
(90) 90 45 45
(30) 80* 26 26
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These example should illustrate that we can assume that the number of rows
and the number of columns can always be chosen to be equal.

More General - the Algorithm. As mentioned above, there will generally be
many different potentials that support the optimal matching. Since the economic
applications discussed below involve interpreting potentials we’ll carry out the al-
gorithm in a very specific way to get the ones we want.

Lets start with something called a payoff matrix. This is just the revenue function
v (i, j) expressed in matrix form, which will help visualize the algorithm itself. The
rows of the matrix will correspond to workers, while the columns will correspond
to employers. As we argued above, we can assume that the number of workers and
jobs is the same, so that A will be a square matrix.

We’ll always start by assigning a weight to each worker (row) equal to the largest
element in the row. The weight for each column will start at zero.

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(150) 125 125 150 125
(175) 150 135 175 144
(255) 122 148 250 255
(180) 139 140 160 180

The idea behind the algorithm is to do series of iterations that emulate the ones
we used in the simple example above.

We’ll be continually modifying the potential λ using a couple of concepts. The
first is referred to as an equality graph, E. Here we’ll use the term to mean a
collection of cells (i, j) in the matrix (i, j) having the property that

λi + λj − v (i, j) = 0.

So e is a subset of the set of cells in the matrix.
A cell in the payoff matrix can be thought of as an edge in a directed graph

pointing from the row player to the column player.
Since we start by assigning row weights to be the largest element in the row, and

column weights to be zero, there will always be |I| elements in E at the beginning.
In our example, there are four cells in the equality graph. They are indicated in
the following diagram with asterisks in them.

A partial matching is a one to one mapping from I to J which isn’t necessarily
onto. The two cells colored red provide a partial matching. We’ll use it and other
partial matchings as we go through the algorithm.

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(150) 125 125 150* 125
(175) 150 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(180) 139 140 160 180*

We can loosely refer to a partial matching µ as a collection of cells in the matrix
which lie in the equality graph E none of which have any common row or column.
Rows or columns that do not contain an element in a partial matching µ are said
to be free.

The next concept we need is something called an alternating path:

Definition. Let e be an ordered collection of cells in E that begins with a cell e0
in a free row. If there is no cell in the equality graph in a free row, let e0 be any
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cell (i, j) in a free row i such that |λi + λj − v (i, j)| − |λi + λj′ − v (i, j′)| = δ is
smallest and subtract δ from the row weight for row i. Then cell e0 will be in the
new equality graph and we can use it to create a single element path e = {e0}.

The collection e = {e0, e1, e2 . . . , et} is called an alternating path if

• ek and ek+1 are alternately in the same column or row (which means if
ek and ek+1 are linked by the same row, then ek+1 and ek+2 are linked
together within a column);

• ek ∈ µ if and only if k is odd;

An alternating path from e0 staring from a free row whose terminal cell et is in
a free column is called an augmenting path.

The reason an augmenting path is interesting is that you can add a new cell to
your matching if you find an augmenting path. The simplest example is a trivial
augmenting path that starts in a free row that is also in a free column. In other
words you can add the cell directly to the existing matching.

Otherwise, all the odd elements of e will be part of a partial matching µ. If e
is an augmenting path, then a new (probably partial) matching µ̇′ can be created
consisting of all the even elements of e. Furthermore |µ′| = |µ| + 1. We’ll refer to
this as closing the augmenting path and denote the closed version of an augmenting
path e as e. An augmenting path is non-degenerate if it has 3 elements or more.

Proposition. If e = (e0, . . . , et) is an augmenting path constructed from matching
µ and equality graph E, then there is a new matching µ′ given by {e2k}k=0,t/2 such

that |µ′| = |µ| + 1. If ci is a column used by µ then ci is also used in µ′, so that
closing e will add a new column to the matching.

Proof. The cells {e2k+1}k=0, t
2

form a partial matching so that, in particular, each

cell lies in a different column. In an augmenting path that starts in a free row, each
pair {e2k, e2k+1} lie in the same column for each k < t

2 . Since the new matching is
{e2k}k=0, t

2

each column used in the initial matching is used in the new one. Since

the augmenting path ends in a free column, one new column is used. �

Notice that closing an augmenting path gives a sequence that consists of the
original augmenting path with elements of µ′ adjusted to so that if ek is an element
of e and k is even, then ek contains a match. The terminal element of e sits in the
column that is added to the matching when the path is closed.

Finally, when an alternating path is not an augmenting path, the algorithm
adds a new cell to e by adjusting row and column weights using a process called
relabeling.

Define C (e) = {j : ∃i; (i, j) ∈ e}. This is just the set of columns that have a cell
in e. Let R (e) = {i : {∃j : (i, j) ∈ e}} be the set of rows used by the alternating
path e.

Now find:

(0.4) δ = min {λi + λj − v (i, j) : i ∈ R (e) ; (i, j) /∈ E}

and create a new potential λ as follows:

(0.5) λ′
i =

{

λi − δ i ∈ R (e)

λi otherwise.
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Similarly for each column j

(0.6) λ′
j =

{

λj + δ j ∈ C (e)

λj otherwise.

Here is the algorithm:

(1) Close augmenting paths to get a new µ′; stop if µ′ is complete, otherwise
go on to step 2;

(2) If there is an alternating path e starting in a free row, relabel to get a new
E′ and λ′; go back to step 1 else go on to step 3;

(3) if i is a free row, relabel using R (e) = i and C (e) = ∅ then go back to step
2.

Proposition. If {E, λ, µ} is the equality graph, potential and matching produced
by this algorithm. Then there is at least one column j for which λj = 0.

Proof. (due to Alex Dong and James Yu) By (0.6), a column weight is adjusted
during relabeling only if it is in C (e) for some alternating path e. Since every
alternating path starts in a free row, each such column is used in a partial matching
µ contained in e. By Proposition , any column that is used in the partial matching is
also used when an augmenting path is closed. Since an augmenting path associated
with e must end in free column, it must therefore end in a column j′ for which
λj′ = 0. The last column added to a complete matching must therefore be in a
column with λj′ = 0. �

At this point we can continue with an example.
Start with a copy of the matching problem described above in a table that shows

{E, λ, µ}.

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(150) 125 125 150* 125
(175) 150 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(180) 139 140 160 180*

The initial potential λ is given in the row and column headings in brackets. The
partial matching µ consists of the cells colored red. The equality graph E consists
of all the starred cells. There are two alternating paths that start in a free row, one
lies in the third column, call it e1 , and one lies in the fourth column, call it e2.

We might as well start with e1. R
(

e1
)

consists of the top two rows. According
to (0.4), we want to search the top two rows of the payoff matrix to find cells that
aren’t in E. Then among those cell we want to find the difference between the sum
of the row and column weights and the cell value that is smallest. This difference
is 25 which is attained by all but two of the cells

Here is what E′ and λ′ look like after we relabel:

(0) (0) (25) (0)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125*
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(180) 139 140 160 180*
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We now have to close any augmenting paths, and there are two of them in the
first two columns of the top row (since they start and end in a free row and column).
I’ll use the one in column 2, thought it doesn’t matter which one you use.

We can now see the new µ′, and it is not yet complete:

(0) (0) (25) (0)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125*
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(180) 139 140 160 180*

There is now one alternating path that starts in a free row, and that is e2.
Now we repeat the procedure, checking all the cells outside the equality graph in

the last two rows, which are the rows used in the alternating path. The minimum
difference in this case is 30, so we subtract that from each of the two row weights
and add it to column 4 where the match is. The new E′ and µ′ are here:

(0) (0) (25) (30)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(225) 122 148 250* 255*
(150) 139 140 160 180*

Now we have an augmenting path that starts in a free row (row 4) and ends in
a free column (col 1 in this case).

Now we can close the augmenting path by adjusting the matching as follows, so
that the new µ′ is complete.

(0) (0) (25) (30)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(225) 122 148 250* 255*
(150) 139 140 160 180*

Game Theory. We illustrated a simple example above in which the Hungarian
algorithm could be used to support an equilibrium in a matching game. The result
can be generalized.

As before, we consider a matching game G (v) with revenue function v : I×J →
R+ in which workers in N are matched with employers in M . As before, we’ll
assume that the cardinality of I and J are the same. The game occurs in 3 stages.
In stage 1, workers announce ’bids’, the wages at which they are willing to work. At
stage 2 employers make offers of employment to one and only one worker. The bids
are observable, so offers are conditional on them. In stage 3 each worker decides
which, if any, offer they should accept.

If worker i accepts an employment offer from firm j then the worker’s payoff is
his or her bid wi, while the employer’s payoff is v (i, j)− wi.

The following theorem requires a bit of additional notation. Every closed aug-
menting path consists of a sequence of cells in the equality graph {e0, . . . , et} with
an even number of elements in which every even numbered element contains a
matching. Since C (·) is defined for single element sequences in the equality graph,
we can just write C (ek) to be the column occupied by the cell ek. Then if k is even
and ek is part of µ, we can say that
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We then have the following theorem:

Theorem. Let µ and λ be the matching and final potential computed using the
Hungarian algorithm as it was implemented above. Then there is a subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium of G (v) in which each worker i ∈ N bids λi and each firm j ∈ M
earns profit λj.

Proof. The equilibrium path strategy for each worker is to bid wi = λi then to
randomly rank employers in such a way that µ (i) is at the bottom of i’s ranking,
then accept an employment offer from the top ranked employer who makes one.
Finally, if workers bid wi = λi, then employers should make on offer to µ (j).

Off equilibrium, the strategies are more intricate. Start with a subgame in the
final stage in which more than one wage is different from the corresponding λi. This
subgame is just a simple directed search problem for employers with a finite set of
wage offers and a finite number of employers ’applying’ in full knowledge of the
workers’ rankings. As such this subgame always has a Nash equilibrium. We can
just pick any one of them we like to get employers mixed strategies in the subgame.

This leaves off equilibrium profiles of offers where only a single worker bids a
wage different from his or her λi. If i makes a bid that is strictly less than λi,
then we can use strategies from any Nash equilibrium of the subgame in which the
employers make offers. If, on the other hand, worker i′s bid exceeds λi, there are
two possibilities.

The simple one occurs when λµ(i) = 0, in which case µ (i) makes no offer at
all, and all the other employers j′ make offers to µ (j′) just as they would on the
equilibrium path.

If λµ(i) > 0, then by (0.6), column j ∈ C (e) for some non-degenerate closed
augmenting path e. By Proposition at least one of the column weights associated
with the columns in C (e) is zero and column µ (i) has at least two cells in the
equality matrix. Index cells so that e0 is the element in e where the cell weight is
0 and et is the cell for which C(et) = µ (i). Then following a deviation by i, seller
c (ek) should make an offer to R (ek−1) for k = 1, t, while employer C (e0) should
make no offer at all.

Now it is possible to verify the subgame perfect equilibrium. First for wages,
each worker bids λi. Lower bids are accepted with positive probability (depending
on the exact continuation equilibrium) but this can only lower the worker’s payoff.
Higher bids result in no employment offers at all. If λµ(i) = 0, then µ (i) earns a
negative payoff by accepting and makes no offer instead. If λµ(i) > 0, then µ (i)
makes a smaller profit by offering employment to i and responds by making an
employment offer to a ’substitute’ worker.

For employment offers, employer j is supposed to offer employment to worker
µ (j) which yields profit

v (µ (j) , j)− wµ(j) = v (µ (j) , j)− λµ(j) = λj

since µ (j) accepts this offer on the equilibrium path. If instead j makes an offer
i 6= µ (j) it will be accepted (since i prefers all employment offers from employers
other than µ (i), and j’s profit will be

v (i, j)− wi = v (i, j)− λi ≤ λj

since λ is a potential.
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Off the equilibrium path, we constructed strategies based on (generally) mixed
strategy equilibrium in subgames. The existence of these equilibrium in guaranteed
by finiteness. The only special case is the case where worker i deviates and asks a
wage higher than λi. Then if λµ(i) = 0, making no offer at all is better than making
a loss. If λµ(i) > 0, then by Proposition , there is a second cell in the equality graph
in column µ (i) representing a worker i′ who asks λi′ and who will accept an offer
from µ (i). This is because i′ is using an acceptance rule that chooses an offer from
µ (i) over an offer from µ (i′) when it is available.

For short, just refer to i′ and µ (i)’s outside option. Then, in words, if i asks a
higher wage, µ (i) instead makes an employment offer to his or her outside option.
By Proposition , any employer j for whom λj > 0 has at least one outside option.

To make room for this offer µ (i′) will either make no offer if λµ(i′) = 0, or make
an offer to their outside option. Again using Proposition , one of the employers in
this chain will eventually have zero profit and withdraw their offer. �

Competitive equilibrium. As always, when the complications of ’off path’ are
just too much, you can always use competitive equilibrium. The Hungarian algo-
rithm produces something that is a special case of what is called hedonic equilibrium.
In hedonic equilibrium, a good is a bundle of characteristics (of which quantity
might be one characteristic) and prices are determined for every such bundle that
is offered.

Normally, bundles are endogenously determined in hedonic equilibrium. In the
matching problem described here, the bundles are whatever characteristics are (ex-
ogenously) offered by the workers who are looking for employment. One nice aspect
of the Hungarian algorithm is that it can be used to find equilibria of matching
problems with transferable utility without requiring any assumptions like super-
modularity.

The set of workers is again N (where N is used to mean both a set and its
cardinality). There is a set M of employers. Revenue generated by each employer
worker pairing is given by v (i, j) for each pair (i, j) ∈ N × M . A price vector
p ∈ RN assigns a price to each worker i ∈ N . Each employer then purchases the
services of some worker i at price pi.

Every price vector p generates a demand for each worker given by

Di (p) = {j : v (i, j)− pi ≥ v (i′, j)− pi′∀i
′ ∈ N} .

A competitive equilibrium is a price vector p∗ and a matching µ∗ such that

j ∈ Dµ∗(j) (p
∗)

for all j ∈ M .

Theorem. Let λ and µ be the matching determined by the version of the Hungarian
algorithm described above. Then the final matching µ and row weights {λ (i)}i∈N

constitute a competitive equilibrium.

Proof. Since workers no longer influence prices, this proof is straightforward.

v (µ (j) , j)− pµ(i) = v (µ (j) , j)− λµ(j) ≥ v (i′, j)− λ (i′)

because of the fact that v (µ (j) , j)− λµ(j) = λj and

v (i′, j) ≤ λi′ + λj .

�
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Other applications. Lets change the interpretation sightly so that the rows in
the payoff matrix represent different buyers, while the columns represent arbitrary
goods that are for sale. As before, there are I buyers and J goods for sale. Each
buyer should get exactly one of the goods. Each good is different and each buyer
values each good (differently). Each buyer wants to buy one and only one of the
goods.

Values are vectors describing the buyers’ maximum willingness to pay for each
of the goods. It doesn’t matter how these are distributed for the argument here,
but the iid assumption is useful for illustration. So each buyer’s values are assumed
to drawn from a joint distribution F. Buyers values for the different goods don’t
have to be independent of one another.

In the mechanism to be used here, each buyer will be asked to submit a vector
bi = {bi1, . . . , biJ} indicating the amount they are willing to pay for each of the
goods. Of course, these bids don’t have to be equal to the buyer’s actual values.
Let b = {bi, . . . , bI} and suppose that b always lies in some feasible set of bids B.

The selling mechanism will award each bidder one and only one of the goods in
exchange for a price that is determined from the bids. If buyer i is awarded and
purchases good j at price pj , then the buyer’s payoff is v (i, j)− pj .

The mechanism we’ll use is called a Vickrey mechanism (or sometime a Vickrey,
Clarke Groves or VCG mechanism). We can describe it here using the Hungarian
algorithm.

(1) Assemble the buyers’ bids into a payoff matrix augmented by columns filled
with 0 to represent imaginary objects to which buyers can be assigned so
that there are exactly I objects. This creates I−J imaginary objects which
buyers can be assigned.

(2) Choose a mapping µ : B × I → I such that for each b ∈ B, µ (·|b) is a one
to one and onto map from the set of buyers I to the set of real and fake
objects I such that µ (·|b) maximizes

∑

i∈I

biµ(i|b)

Refer the value of the maximization problem as V (b).
(3) For each i, let b−i be the bids submitted by the buyers other than i, so that

b can be written as (bi, b−i) and find

V (0, b−i)

where (0, b−i) is the collection of bids in which i’s bids are replaced with a
vector consisting only of 0 elements.

(4) Award buyer i the good µ (i|b) and charge i the price

pvi = V (0, b−i)−
∑

i′ 6=i

bi′µ(i′|b).

The first term on the right hand side of this equation is the maximum surplus that
the others can get without i, while the second term is the surplus they get after
fitting i into the matching. So this term is always going to be non-negative. So the
price is basically the amount that i has to pay the others so that they are willing
to give i commodity µ (i|b). Of course, no one values the fake goods, to their prices
are all 0.
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Now buyer i’s payoff is

(0.7) v (i, µ (i|b))−



V (0, b−i)−
∑

i′ 6=i

bi′µ(i′|b)





Notice in this expression that i never actually has to pay any of the prices he or
she bids. So bi can be adjusted so that µ (i|b) is equal to any j that i is interested
in purchasing. The best bid for buyer i is the one that maximizes (0.7). Now notice
that µ maximizes

biµ̃(i|b) −



V (0, b−i)−
∑

i′ 6=i

bi′µ̃(i′|b)



 .

So µ is trying to solve buyer i’s maximization problem already, except that it is using
the amount that i bids rather than i’s actual value to find a solution. Furthermore,
this is what µ does not matter what the bids b−i are. As a consequence you can see
that i can never improve on his or her payoff over what they could get by bidding
their true vector of values.

One way to solve this problem is to use something called a Vickrey mechanism.
The idea is to ask each buyer how much they are willing to pay for each of the
goods, then find the allocation that maximizes the sum of the surpluses of the
buyers (using the Hungarian algorithm for example) given the values they have
declared.

Let buyer i’s declared valuations be vi = (vi1, . . . viJ); let v = (v1, . . . vI). Now we
use the Hungarian algorithm to find the surplus maximizing (optimal) assignment
of goods to the buyers. Refer to the total surplus we get when we do this as V (v),
and the optimal assignment as µ (·|v). In words, µ (i|v) is the good allocated to i
in the optimal assignment when reported values are v. We can also write v−i for
the values submitted by buyers other than i so that v = (vi, v−i).

From this data we can find the optimal allocation associated with the reported
values using the Hungarian algorithm

V (v) =
∑

i

viµ(i|v).

The Hungarian algorithm will give us a matching of buyers to objects that pro-
vides at least as much surplus as any other matching associated with the reported
values.

Of course we don’t know whether the reported values are real or not. We can
now use the Hungarian algorithm again to do some more optimization. We can just
do a completely imaginary calculation to figure out how we would have allocated
the objects if bidder i has submitted a vector of values all equal to zero.

In our notation, this would give the pair V ((0, v−i)) and µ (·| (0, v−i)). Value
V (0, v−i) is the best surplus we could achieve by allocating the objects only to the
buyers other than i. The only point of these calculations is to give us a price to
charge i for the object she gets. This price is going to be

(0.8) V (0, v−i)−
∑

k 6=i

vkµ(k|(vi,v−i)).

This price can’t be negative since V (0, v−i) is the maximum surplus that can be
attained by matching the players other than i by themselves, while

∑

k 6=i vkµ(k|(vi,v−i))
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is just the surplus that was attained by the buyers other than i when we found the
optimal matching for everyone.

Now we can make an amazing argument. If some buyer i submits his true values
vi his payoff is

v (i, µ (i| (vi, v−i)))−



V (0, v−i)−
∑

k 6=i

vkµ(k|(vi,v−i))



 =

V (vi, v−i)− V (0, v−i)

If he submits any other values, say v′i, then his payoff will be

v (i, µ (i| (v′i, v−i)))−



V (0, v−i)−
∑

k 6=i

vkµ(k|(v′

i
,v−i))



 =

v (i, µ (i| (v′i, v−i))) +
∑

k 6=i

vkµ(k|(v′

i
,v−i)) − V (0, v−i) ≤

V (vi, v−i)− V (0, v−i)

where the inequality is because of the fact that V (vi, v−i) is the optimal surplus
that can be attained when i’s values are vi.

So the Hungarian algorithm is very useful even if we don’t know the values
associated with the various matches because buyers will be willing to tell us those
values if we offer to use the Vickrey mechanism to assign the goods.

It seems that this mechanism requires an awful lot of calculation because we have
to run the Hungarian algorithm I +1 times, and keep track of the same number of
allocation rules µ.

Let V (S) be the value of the optimal matching of any subset of I. For example,
V ({i}) is just the largest element in the row vector vi.

Now we have the following very useful theorem:

Proposition. The column weights computed by the Hungarian Algorithm are equal
equal to the corresponding Vickrey prices, given by (0.8).

Proof. In the row based version of the algorithm described here, the algorithm
always proceeds by looking for free rows to add to the matching. As each row is
added it is relabelled to ensure there is a cell in the equality graph. If this cell is
in a free column, then a match is added in that cell, and we go on to the next free
row. In that case, the corresponding column weight is zero.

So to proceed, we can assume that there is a cell in the equality graph in the
free row that lies in a column where there is an existing match. This creates an
alternating path. Re-labelling this path looks for the cheapest way to resolve the
column conflict by searching in the cells that lie in the rows used in the alternating
path. If the cell the re-labelling adds to the equality graph lies in a column that
contains an existing match, the process repeats until the cell that is added to the
equality graph by the re-labelling lies in a free column. The path then becomes an
augmenting path and a new match is created. �

For the example discussed above, the outcome of the Hungarian algorithm is
given in the following table:
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(0) (0) (25) (30)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(225) 122 148 250* 255*
(150) 139 140 160 180*

If we were to remove one of the workers, say the worker associated with the last
row, then we could represent the problem without that worker as

(0) (0) (0) (0)

(150) 125 0.60.6125 150* 125
(175) 150 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(0) 0 0 0 0

Then running the algorithm gives, after one relabeling:

(0) (0) (25) (0)

(125) 125* 125* 150* 125
(150) 150* 135 175* 144
(255) 122 148 250 255*
(0) 0 0 0 0

Summing the revenues associated with the matching gives 125+175+255 = 555,
whereas the sum of the surplus in the example from the last section is 125 + 150+
250 + 180 = 705. The difference 705-555=150 is the row weight of column 4 in the
original example.

It is straightforward to check this for each of the other rows. In other words, in
this example at least, the payment that each worker receives is equal to the amount
they contribute to aggregate surplus.

One way to interpret this is that it is just a Vickrey auction. Suppose for
example, that employers are just machines or buildings that are being auctioned off
by a centralized auctioneer. Workers are instead bidders trying to buy the machines.
The auction is a Vickrey auction, each bidder submits a bid consisting of what the
bidder thinks each machine would be worth. The auctioneer then awards the good
based on these bids and charges each bidder a Vickrey price, in other words a price
that gives them a payoff equal to their marginal contribution to aggregate surplus.

Then in the original example, bidders 3 and 4, represented by the third and
fourth row in the payoff matrix, are awarded machines 3 and 4 respectively at
prices 25 and 30. The other two machines are given away to bidders 1 and 2.

Lets formalize this argument. There are m bidders (the row players above)
bidding for one of n different machines. Each i ∈ m bids a value vi,j for each
machine j ∈ n. Once each profile of bids has been submitted, a matching µ : m → n
of bidders to machines is chosen to maximize

∑

i∈m

vi,µ(i)

and each i pays

ti = max
µ

∑

i∈m/i

vi,µ(i) −max
µ

∑

i∈m

vi,µ(i)

while the owner of the machine gets the residual.
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Proposition. Let {vi,j}j∈n,i∈m be the profile of bids in the vickrey auction and

{µ, λ} the matching and potential generated by applying the Hungarian algorithm
as described above. Then for each i ∈ m

λi = vi,µ(i) −



max
µ

∑

i∈m/i

vi,µ(i) −max
µ

∑

i∈m

vi,µ(i)



 =

= vi,µ(i) − ti

where ti is the VCG payment.

One final example, just to illustrate the versatility of the algorithm, it can be
used to compute the allocation and pricing rule in a double auction. It wouldn’t
make sense to do this in practice since there are much simpler ways to allocate in
a double auction. However it illustrates many of the useful conceptual features of
the method.

Here is a simple example of a double auction in diagrammatic form:

n0

$
9

6

4

2

1

3

5

7

The bids of the buyers are given by the green numerals. They have been sorted
in descending order. The asks of the sellers are in ascending order and are given
by the red numerals.

A seller’s offer double auction awards a unit of the good to each of the four
highest bids and asks and sets a price equal to the fifth highest bid or ask. So from
the picture, it is clear that the buyers with bids 9 and 6 should trade with the
sellers whose asks are 1 and 3. Those trades should occur at price 4. This is one of
many possible double auction pricing mechanisms.

To set this up as a matching problem using the Hungarian algorithm, we can
start by defining the surplus associated with each matched pair as being equal to
the difference v (i, j) = bi − aj , the difference between the bids and asks.

Of course we don’t want buyers and sellers to trade when they jointly have
negative surplus. We can accommodate this by adding fictional matching partners
for each buyer and seller with whom they jointly earn 0 surplus. Matching with a
partner with whom there is zero surplus is the same as not trading.

Instead of trying to work this out by hand, here is some python code that you
can use to work it out for yourself.

import numpy as np

z = np . array ( [ 9 , 6 , 4 , 2 ] )
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y = np . array ( [ 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 ] )

D = np . subt rac t . outer ( z , y )

p r i n t (D)

The output is the matrix of surpluses:

[ [ 8 6 4 2 ]

[ 5 3 1 −1]

[ 3 1 −1 −3]

[ 1 −1 −3 −5]]

This code block adds all the fictitious partners:

E = np . z e r o s ( ( 8 , 8 ) )

E[ 0 : 4 , 0 : 4 ]=D

pr in t (E)

The resulting matrix is:

[

[ 8 . 6 . 4 . 2 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 5 . 3 . 1 . −1. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 3 . 1 . −1. −3. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 1 . −1. −3. −5. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ]

[ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ] ]

Now you can use a version of the Hungarian algorithm written by James Yu, an
honors student here at the VSE at the time of writing.

from hungar iana lg . a l g import Hungarian as hg

r e s u l t = hg (E)

p r i n t ( r e s u l t )

The result of the algorithm looks like this:

Matching :

[ ’ ’ , ’ 6 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ 5 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

[ ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 0 . 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ , ’ ’ ]

Row Pot en t i a l s : [ 5 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ]

Column Po t en t i a l s : [ 3 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
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The matching is given in the table. The important parts are the row and column
potentials that provide the surplus for each of the players. The buyers are repre-
sented by the rows, so buyer 1 should earn surplus 5, while buyer 2 should earn
surplus 2. The other two buyers earn nothing because they aren’t matched.

The columns represent the sellers, sellers 1 and 3 earn surplus 3 and 1 respec-
tively. Notice that those surpluses are exactly the ones we would have predicted
since our sellers’ offer double auction would specify the trading price 4.
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